**Abstract**

**Objective:** Many complex genetic effects, including epigenetic effects, may be expected to operate via mechanisms in the inter-uterine environment. A popular design for the investigation of such effects, including effects of parent-of-origin (imprinting), maternal genotype, and maternal-fetal genotype interactions, is to collect DNA from affected offspring and their mothers (case/mother duos) and to compare with an appropriate control sample. We investigate the effects of estimation of maternal, imprinting and interaction effects using multimodal modeling using parents and their offspring with schizophrenia in Korean population.

**Methods:** We have recruited 27 probands(with schizophrenia) with their parents and siblings whenever possible. For best estimation of diagnosis, we have used medical records and a Korean version of DIGS (Diagnostic Interview for Genetic Studies) & FIGS (Family Interview for Genetic Studies). We have used lifetime dimensions of psychosis scale(LDPS) for measuring psychotic features. We analyzed 96 SNPs of 17 functionally only relevant genes and 21 neuronal genes in chromosome 18 for DNA samples that was checked for the data quality and genotype error. We used EMIM analysis program for the estimation of maternal, imprinting and interaction effects using multimodal modeling

**Summary of results:** Of analyzed 96 SNPs, significant SNP(rs 324420) will be suggested in EMIM analysis for child genetics effects(p= 1.5 Ⅹ 10^--4^) (and child genetic effects allowing for maternal genetic effects: p = 5.3 Ⅹ 10^--4^) with very stringent multiple comparison Bonferroni correction. Additionally, analysis results for maternal genetic effects (and maternal genetic effects allowing for child genetic effects) will be presented.

**Conclusions:** Epigenetics and gene-environment interactions are represented underlying statistical genetics. Our results are the pilot study for investigating epigenetic mechanism in the cause of schizophrenia. And it will help to understand and use the EMIM statistical genetics analysis program with many limitations including small pedigree numbers.
